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• 25 wooden cubes
• 1 bag

Overview

Master Farmer is a strategy game where the object is to be the player with
the greatest number of vegetables in your field(s).
Players take turns drawing cubes from the bag and creating a grid by putting
them next to each other.
Each player chooses a vegetable to collect and tries to collect as many
vegetables as possible within one or more fields. They can create several
small fields or one large field. A field must contain 2 or more cubes. The
player with the most vegetables in their field(s) wins.
What strategy will you choose? Add a maximum number of vegetables to
your fields or try and block your opponents from collecting theirs?

Play the Game

Take out the 25 cubes from the tray and place them in the bag. The
youngest player begins and picks one cube from the bag (without peeking).
They choose which face they will be using and place the cube in the center
of the table with the chosen vegetable facing up.
The game proceeds clockwise with each player picking one cube from the
bag and placing it next to the other cubes, building a grid. Each cube has to
touch at least one side of one other cube. Cubes cannot be placed
diagonally.
A player cannot add a different vegetable into another player’s field. He can
either add his chosen vegetables to his own field(s) or try preventing his
opponents from adding vegetables to their fields.
Two players cannot be collecting the same vegetable.

Each row can contain a maximum of 5 cubes (a 5x5 grid).
Cubes can be turned and placed on any side, as long as the top face does
not break the rule of not adding more than 1 vegetable to a single field.
Once a cube is added to the grid it cannot be rotated or turned over on
subsequent turns.

End of the game

The game ends when all 25 cubes have been added to the grid or if no more
cubes can be added. Each player counts the vegetables they collected in
their field(s). Any vegetables outside of a field do not count. The player with
the greatest number of vegetables in their field(s) is the winner.
Each field can
include only one
kind of vegetable

One player version game

A field cannot
include different
kinds of vegetables

Each row/column
cannot have more
than 5 cubes

In the one player version, the aim is to create a 4X4 grid in which every field
has only one kind of vegetable. The player takes cubes out of the bag one by
one, and places them next to one another, but in this version they do not have
the option to choose which side of the cube will face up. Whichever side faces
them when the cube comes out of the bag, that side must face up. If you
cannot find a suitable place to attach the cube, you can turn it and choose
another side, but you are only allowed to do it up to 2 times!
After that, you can’t turn the cubes over, or you lose the game.

